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Abstract

Question Answering websites have evolved into one of the
most important platforms for knowledge sharing and prob-
lem solving online. Despite widespread adoption of Q&As
by technical communities as well as an abundance of domain
experts, many questions fail to attract a sufficient audience
to obtain a good solution or any solution at all. We investi-
gate the effects of crowd size on solution quality in Stack Ex-
change Q&A communities on topics related to big data. We
find that three distinct levels of group size in the crowd (topic
audience size, question audience size, and number of contrib-
utors) affect solution quality. Therefore, we argue that group
size in the crowd is not unitary, but rather a multi-level con-
struct. This work advances a theoretical model of group size
in the crowd and the relation between crowd size and perfor-
mance. The work also has practical implications for system
designers trying to route crowds to problems efficiently.

Question answering (Q&A) sites have evolved into one of
the most important platforms for knowledge sharing and
problem solving online. On a question answering site in-
dividuals pose questions directly to the site’s community,
which is often organized around a common, domain-specific
interest. Popular Q&A sites are known for providing good
answers quickly (Mamykina et al. 2011), and their efficacy
and efficiency has led to widespread adoption. Open source
software user support, which used to be conducted primar-
ily through mailing lists, has largely migrated to Q&A com-
munities (Vasilescu et al. 2014). Mature Q&A sites have
fostered devoted communities of experts with deep domain
knowledge. In their responses, these experts create rich con-
tent of lasting value (Anderson, Huttenlocher, and Kleinberg
2012). In aggregate, these Q&A sites use the crowd to gen-
erate documentation that rivals and exceeds official descrip-
tions, especially because Q&A responses are often more up-
to-date and complete (Parnin et al. 2012). Q&As are partic-
ularly valuable for new and emerging technical practices, in
which software, techniques, and tools change rapidly.

Despite widespread adoption of Q&As by technical com-
munities as well as an abundance of domain experts, many
questions submitted to these sites go unanswered, are not
answered in a timely fashion, or are answered only partially
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(Asaduzzaman et al. 2013). One reason questions are not an-
swered may be that they never reach a large enough audience
of experts. While many questions on these platforms attract
thousands of views, others only attract a handful. Directing
the audience’s attention is a practical consideration for both
individual question askers and system designers. Question
askers must attract an audience which is large and targeted
enough to generate a good solution. System designers want
to allocate community resources efficiently by ensuring that
community attention is distributed efficiently to the ques-
tions that will benefit most from greater visibility.

How large of an audience is needed to attract a good so-
lution? The relationship between group size and problem-
solving performance is complex. Theoretically, small group
researchers have argued that performance should increase
monotonically with group size, because larger groups pos-
sess more knowledge from which to generate solutions
(Steiner 1966). However, the positive effects of group size
on performance are often reduced or eliminated by group
inefficiencies (Hill 1982). On average, groups only perform
as well as their best member and additional group members
add relatively little. At worst, groups perform worse than
the individuals would have working on their own. Crowds
are assumed to benefit from their large size and sidestep
some group inefficiencies, but studies on the relationship be-
tween crowd size and performance are mixed. Larger crowds
have been associated with better performance, but only un-
der some conditions (Kittur and Kraut 2008). Mixed empiri-
cal findings in small groups showed the relationship between
group size and performance is complicated and context de-
pendent, requiring more complex theoretical models, this is
even truer for the crowd. In particular, we argue that the
nested, multi-layered nature of groups in the crowd require
a more sophisticated theoretical approach.

Previous studies on group size in the crowd tend to treat
group size as a unitary construct (Robert and Romero 2015).
In contrast, we argue that group size in the crowd man-
ifests at multiple levels, a concept which we refer to as
stratified group size. The Q&A process is a type of broad-
cast search, and one of its central features is problem self-
selection (Jeppesen and Lakhani 2010). A problem is broad-
cast to a large crowd, a smaller group of individuals click
through to actually read it, and a still smaller subset chooses
to actively work on the problem to submit a comment or so-
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lution. This process of self-selection leads to the stratified
nature of crowds: when we talk about group size, are we
talking about the community who might see the problem,
the audience who reads it, or the contributors who (try to)
solve it?

All of these might plausibly effect one another and overall
performance. A larger community has access to more exper-
tise, but this only matters if the right people see a question.
A larger audience ensures broader exposure for a question,
but only matters if some of these readers provide useful re-
sponses. A larger number of contributors should presumably
increase the completeness and quality of the solution, but
may be susceptible to group inefficiencies.

The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we ad-
vance a theoretical model of group size in the crowd. Sec-
ond, we empirically test this model by investigating the re-
lationship between the various levels of group size and solu-
tion quality.

Related Work

Our research on the relationship between group size and so-
lution quality draws on previous research conducted with
small groups, crowds in other settings (e.g. wikis, Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk), and crowds in Q&A communities.

Small Group Problem Solving

Small group researchers have studied the effect of group
size on problem-solving performance in small groups for
over half a century. While group size was initially believed
to increase group problem-solving performance, empirical
evidence showed an inconsistent relationship between the
two (Kerr and Tindale 2004). Some studies have found that
larger groups performed better than small groups (Taylor
and Faust 1952), while others have found no relationship
between group size and performance (Lorge and Solomon
1959). Where an effect of group size on performance was
found, the relationship was often negatively accelerating,
meaning each additional group member added less value
than the one before (Gibb 1951).

Small group researchers proposed increasingly complex
theoretical models to explain mixed findings (Hill 1982).
The basic argument can best be explained by the follow-
ing equation: group performance = sum of individual per-
formance + collaboration benefits - process losses.

Group size was believed to have a strong positive effect on
performance when the gains from collaborating were high
and/or process losses were low and to have little to no effect
when process losses were high. A large body of research has
investigated different types of collaboration benefits, such as
assembly bonus effects (e.g. collective induction), and pro-
cess losses, such as motivational losses (e.g. social loafing)
and coordination losses (e.g. failure to pool information).

Building from this basic framework other researchers
built more complicated theoretical models to explain when
and how group size might increase performance. Steiner
(1966) argued that potential collaboration benefits should
depend on the type of task and that some types of tasks could
potentially benefit more from larger groups. He proposed

five different models relating group size to potential per-
formance for five types of tasks–additive, disjunctive, con-
junctive, compensatory and complementary. For example,
the disjunctive model explained how performance would in-
crease with group size for problems that could be solved by
a single member of the group knowing the right answer. The
complementary model explained how performance would
increase with group size for problems that required multiple
group members to work together to combine their knowl-
edge. Steiner’s argument that the relationship between group
size and performance should depend on task type was per-
suasive. However, not many studies have empirically tested
Steiner’s theoretical models, in part because they are hard to
apply to real-world problems.

Crowds and Collective Intelligence

Crowds are believed to succeed because they draw on work
from a very large group. The principle of “wisdom of the
crowd” is that aggregating independent contributions of
many individuals results in better end products (Surowiecki
2005). In theory, aggregating over many diverse judgements
concentrates useful, correct information while canceling out
erroneous information. Researchers have found that larger
crowds outperform smaller crowds because larger crowds
are more diverse, improving aggregate judgements (Krause
et al. 2011).

A different but complementary explanation for why size
helps crowds to succeed is that it allows the best solvers
and the best solutions to float to the top through problem
self-selection. Jeppesen and Lakhani (2010) argue that self-
selection in particular enables crowds to attract high-quality
solutions. On InnoCentive, R&D problems are broadcast to
a large crowd; the openness of the problem and the ability of
crowd members to self-select problems removes barriers to
entry. As a result they find that people who otherwise might
not be assigned to work on a problem, such as those farther
from the domain of the problem or those who are socially
marginalized have a higher likelihood of submitting winning
solutions. The combination of broadcasting to a large crowd
and allowing self-selection means the final contributors have
more relevant expertise than we would expect from assigned
participants in a small group.

Kerr and Tindale (2011) argued that the factors that make
the relationship between group size and performance com-
plex for small groups should apply to large crowds on online
platforms as well. The effect of group size on performance
has been investigated in wikis and crowdsourcing platforms
such as Mechanical Turk. Consistent with the empirical evi-
dence for small groups, the relationship between group size
to crowd performance has been mixed. Many studies have
found that performance does increase with group size (Kittur
and Kraut 2008; Robert and Romero 2015), but a few have
reported finding no effect of group size (Zhu et al. 2014).
Furthermore, group size was often moderated by other as-
pects of collaboration, including group diversity (Robert and
Romero 2015), whether coordination was implicit or ex-
plicit (Kittur and Kraut 2008), and whether work was done
sequentially or simultaneously (André, Kraut, and Kittur
2014). As was found with small groups, group size may only
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benefit crowds under specific circumstances when the bene-
fits of collaboration are high and process losses low.

Q&A Communities

Question answering websites enable information seekers
to ask questions and community members to provide an-
swers and share knowledge. They are becoming the domi-
nant platform for providing software support (Vasilescu et
al. 2014) and software documentation (Parnin et al. 2012).
Through asking and answering questions, communities ac-
cumulate repositories of useful knowledge with lasting value
(Anderson, Huttenlocher, and Kleinberg 2012). Community
members provide answers through a mix of independent
work and collaboration (Tausczik, Kittur, and Kraut 2014;
Zagalsky et al. 2016). Collaboration happens when individ-
uals iteratively contribute to solving a problem by adding
complementary information, correcting mistakes, and/or im-
proving on answers.

To date, only a few studies have investigated crowd
size and performance in the context of Q&A communities.
Typically, most questions on popular Q&A sites such as
Stack Overflow (SO) are answered quickly (Mamykina et
al. 2011). However there are also questions that are never
answered, or receive only incomplete or belated answers
(Asaduzzaman et al. 2013). Two studies have investigated
the way that tag audience size affects response time for ques-
tions on SO and other Stack Exchange Q&A sites. Bhat
and colleagues (2014) found that questions labeled with tags
that had a larger audience, as defined by a larger historical
pool of solvers, received answers more quickly. Ortega and
colleagues (2014) partially confirmed Bhat and colleagues’
findings using survival analysis, a more sensitive and ap-
propriate statistical technique. They found that questions la-
beled with tags with larger audiences received an accepted
answer more quickly in 3 out of 8 communities that they
investigated, including SO, Math, and Server Fault.

Summary

Summarizing, the evidence from both small group and
crowd research suggests larger groups can perform better,
but only when collaboration is beneficial and efficient. The
conditions needed for group size to increase performance are
only sometimes met. Problem type is hypothesized to be one
of these conditions, but has rarely been studied.

It is important to note that studies analyzing the effect of
crowd size on performance have used incompatible defini-
tions of crowd size. Studies with crowds on Q&A platforms
have studied the crowd as the potential set of contributors,
or audience, while studies focusing on wikis have measured
actual contributors. No study has considered crowd size at
multiple levels simultaneously. The current paper addresses
these two gaps in the literature by simultaneously investi-
gating the effect of multiple levels of group size on perfor-
mance in the crowd, in the context of several different types
of problems.

Research Questions
In previous work on group size in crowds, researchers have
operationalized group size in different ways, with some

looking at audience size while others considered the num-
ber of contributors. This paper aims to understand the rela-
tionship between group size and performance in Q&A com-
munities by developing and testing a model of group size
that includes both. This more complex model better captures
the relationship between group size and performance in the
crowd for a few reasons. First, research that only focuses on
one type of group size (e.g. contributor size but not audience
size) may underestimate the effect of group size on perfor-
mance. Second, when relationships are context dependent,
more complex models may be required to elucidate this de-
pendence. Third, our model allows us to partially explain
why group size affects performance.

We propose that, under the right conditions, more contrib-
utors and a larger audience can both improve performance
in Q&A communities. A larger number of contributors can
improve performance directly by providing new answers or
enhancing old ones (Tausczik, Kittur, and Kraut 2014). A
larger audience can improve performance through two dis-
tinct pathways. One, a larger audience increases the likeli-
hood that more users will contribute to a question (Quantity
Pathway). As stated above, more contributors can improve
performance. Two, a larger audience increases the likeli-
hood of reaching more qualified users who are better suited
to contribute a solution (Quality Pathway). When audience
size is large, there is a higher likelihood of a qualified ex-
pert seeing the question. When audience size is small, users
without ideal expertise will try to answer questions as time
elapses without a better response. In other words, as audi-
ence size increases there is a better fit between a question
and its respondents, improving performance.

We investigate how both audience size and the number of
contributors affects performance in Q&A communities. In
Q&A communities we identify three levels of group size:
there is a pool of potential experts on a topic that could at-
tend to a question (topic audience), there is the a subset of
these individuals who attend to a question (question audi-
ence) and there is a smaller set of individuals who actively
help to answer the question (contributors). We measure the
effect of three levels of group size on performance:

Research Question 1: How do the three levels of group
size in the crowd–topic audience size, question audience
size, and number of contributors–affect solution quality?

The effect of group size on performance is often context
dependent. Steiner (1966) hypothesized that problem type
would affect the relationship between group size and perfor-
mance in small groups. The specifics of Steiner’s models are
hard to apply in practice. We evaluated the substance of the
argument by investigating the question:

Research Question 2: Does the relationship between
group size and solution quality depend on problem type?

Method
Analysis focused on three Stack Exchange (SE) Q&A com-
munities in which big data was an active topic: Stack Over-
flow (SO), Cross Validated (CV), and Data Science (DS).
Different communities attract different audiences, have dif-
ferent norms, and different participation patterns (e.g. num-
ber of questions, number of answers, total traffic). SO is the
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oldest and most popular Q&A, focusing on programming.
CV focuses on statistics and machine learning. DS is newest
of the three, has the least traffic, and focuses on interdisci-
plinary methods related to data science. We investigated our
research questions by drawing data from multiple commu-
nities, demonstrating that our results generalize across the
particulars of specific communities. We chose to focus on
big data because, as an interdisciplinary topic, it was an ac-
tive topic in multiple communities. In addition, we selected
big data because it is an area of rapid innovation in which
software, methods, and techniques are rapidly evolving and
being disseminated to a large community of practitioners, a
context in which Q&A discussions are particularly valuable
(Parnin et al. 2012).

Data Collection

We made use of user generated and curated tags to identify
questions related to big data. We began with a set of seed
tags clearly related to big data (e.g. ‘big data’, ‘large data’).
Using Chi Squared tests we gathered a larger set of tags that
reliably co-occurred on the same questions as our seed tags.
The final set of tags related to big data covered four general
areas: cloud computing (e.g. ‘amazon-spark’, ‘bigtable’),
machine learning and text analysis (e.g. ‘decision-tree’,
‘sentiment-analysis’), and two database management sys-
tems: Cassandra and Apache Kafka. Questions that had one
or more of these tags were considered to be related to big
data.

We collected questions with big data tags that were posted
to SO, CV, or DS during approximately 2 weeks in early
June 2016. Using the SE API we collected the number of
views each question received hourly for the first 24 hours.
In total we collected view data for 6,432 questions (SO:
4,936, 91%; CV: 385, 7%; DS: 111, 2%). We then omitted
questions that were closed as inappropriate (2%), that were
deleted by the question-asker (12%), or were missing hourly
counts (14%). That left 3,918 questions (72%). Data about
the questions, comments, answers, users, and votes were
collected using the SE Data Explorer. Exactly 1 month af-
ter each question was posted we collected performance data
including the (optional) best answer selected by the question
asker and the number of votes which each answer received.

We selected a 24 hour activity window for this study be-
cause it balanced the capture of most solution-directed ac-
tivity while avoiding most of the activity using the ques-
tion/solution as an online resource. One of the primary mea-
sures of audience size was page views, which worsen as a
measure of audience size as people visit the page for rea-
sons other than answering a question. Most solving activity
happens within the first 24 hours1.

Types of Problems

We used a typology of SO questions (Treude, Barzilay,
and Storey 2011), which consisted of ten different types
of questions. A random sample of questions were hand
coded by two raters to determine the type of problem. In

1A random sample of 6 month old questions showed that 75%
of questions that received a good solution did so within 24 hours.

total, 465 questions were coded, randomly sampled with a
slightly higher percentage coming from CV and DS ques-
tions to achieve a more balanced data set across commu-
nities (SO: 58%, CV: 32%, DS: 10%). Interrater reliabil-
ity indicated moderate agreement (62% Agreement, Cohen’s
Kappa 0.48). Consensus was reached through discussion or
by bringing in a third coder when consensus could not be
reached.

For the purposes of this paper we combined question
types that were similar in their solutions and we did
not consider question types that were infrequent in our
dataset. Specifically, we identified three classes of ques-
tions that we expect would be solved differently: how-to
(153, 33%), conceptual/decision-help (118, 26%), and er-
ror/review questions (103, 22%)2. How-to problems asked
specific questions about how to perform a specific task. Typ-
ical questions asked about programming commands or sta-
tistical tests (e.g. “If I input an image, how can [I] get a
bounding box over the regions where a specific neuron is ac-
tivated using keras or theano?”). Conceptual and decision-
help questions were grouped together because they both
asked open-ended questions in which there was not neces-
sarily a correct answer. In these questions, the question asker
wanted an explanation of the underlying concepts in order
to use tools and statistical approaches correctly (e.g. “Can
Random Forest regression handle non-stationary input vari-
ables?”). Error and review questions asked for help solv-
ing a particular bug and/or reviewing code that was not be-
having as desired. These questions asked the community to
troubleshoot a problem (e.g. “Currently i am trying to learn
Secondary Sort in map reduce but getting an error of null
pointer exception while running my mapper”).

Statistical Models

We constructed regression models to relate group size in the
crowd to solution quality. We considered three different lev-
els of crowd size. We took multiple steps to ensure that our
results are robust. We operationalized solution quality in two
different ways, and showed that the pattern of results is con-
sistent for both. Because one measurement of solution qual-
ity was binary while the other was a count, we used logistic
regression and negative binomial regression models as ap-
propriate to measure solution quality. Many different factors
influence audience and group size on SE sites, and several
of these are plausible confounds to the relationship between
group size and solution quality. We constructed models with
and without these control variables and showed that the re-
sults are consistent even controlling for potential confounds.
We explain each variable in our models below:

Group Size On SE sites there are at least three levels of
group size. Users reported finding questions to answer by
searching for questions by tags. We defined Topic Audi-
ence Size as the set of solvers who might potentially answer
a question with a set of specific tags. We operationalized

2For simplicity the grouped categories conceptual/decision-
help and error/review are referred to as conceptual and error re-
spectively in the results and discussion sections.
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Question
Audience Size

Contributor
Size

Topic
Audience Size

Solution
Quality

b = 0.07

b = 0.14

b = 0.41
Direct effect: b = 0.22

Indirect effect: b = 0.23

Direct effect: b = −0.04, Indirect effect: b = 0.10

Figure 1: Results of mediation analysis showing the relationship between the three levels of group size–topic audience size,
question audience size, and contributor size– and whether a question received a good solution (Solution Quality). Indirect
effects are computed as c − c′ which are more robust for non-traditional mediation approaches. Dotted lines reflect negative
direct effects.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 & 4
X → Y X → M X + M → Y

Good Solution (Y)

Topic Audience (X) 0.06** (0.02) 0.07*** (0.005) -0.04* (0.02)
Question Audience (M) 0.46*** (0.08)
Question Audience (X) 0.45*** (0.08) 0.14*** (0.01) 0.22*** (0.09)

Contributors (M) 0.41*** (0.11)

Solution Score (Y)

Topic Audience (X) 0.01† (0.004) 0.07*** (0.005) -0.02*** (0.004)
Question Audience (M) 0.31*** (0.01)
Question Audience (X) 0.29*** (0.01) 0.46*** (0.01) 0.17*** (0.01)

Contributors (M) 0.27*** (0.02)

Table 1: Mediation analysis results testing whether the effect of topic audience size on solution quality is mediated by question
audience size and whether the effect of question audience size on solution quality is mediated by contributor size. † p < 0.10 *
p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

topic audience size for a question as the total number of peo-
ple who had provided a good answer (see definition below)
to a question with one of the target question’s tags in the
last three months. We recorded the number of page views
a question received in the first 24 hours as a measure of
Question Audience Size. Unfortunately SE does not make
unique page views available, but total page views approxi-
mate unique views and represent audience attention given to
a question. Finally, we recorded the number of users (other
than the question asker) who contributed a comment or an-
swer in the first 24 hours as a measure of Contributor Size.
All measures of group size were log normalized to control
for skew. All three measures varied in magnitude based on
the question (Topic Audience Size: 0-29,398, Question Au-
dience Size: 1-1,341, Contributor Size: 0-7).

Solution Quality We measured solution quality in two
ways. A question was considered to have received a Good
Solution if either the question asker had accepted an an-
swer as the best or the question had received at least one
answer scoring at least one. Previous studies have tended
to use accepted answer as a measure of whether a question
had a good solution. We found a substantial proportion of
questions that received high scoring answers that were not
accepted by the question asker. Question askers sometimes
received good answers but did not accept them probably be-
cause they did not know how to, they never returned to their
question, or did not want to choose between multiple good
answers. Our measure accounts for these biases by consid-
ering a solution to be good if it is rated as good by either the

question asker or the community. Questions sometimes re-
ceive multiple solutions, each of which provides additional
value. The second measure of solution quality we used was
Solution Score: the sum total of scores for all answers to a
question3. Anderson and colleagues (2012) found that this
measure of solution quality best predicted the lasting value
of a set of solutions.

One concern is that our two measures of solution qual-
ity might be confounded with audience size. We addressed
this potential bias in three ways to ensure it was minimal.
First, we checked for robustness by using a measure of solu-
tion quality unbiased by audience size–whether the question
asker accepted an answer, and found the same patterns of re-
sults4. Second, although solutions and group size were only
recorded when they were within the study’s activity window
of 24 hours, votes were tallied for 1 month to allow up and
down votes to accrue, more accurately measuring a solu-
tion’s true value to the community and the question asker,
unbiased by early audience size. Third, we report analyses
for two measures of solution quality, the first of which uses
a very low threshold for the number of votes, substantially

3Answers with a negative score were treated as having a score
of zero. The distribution of solution scores was skewed; thus nega-
tive binomial regression was used when possible and solution score
was log normalized when linear regression was required for tradi-
tional mediation analysis.

4We don’t report this measure because it undercounts solved
questions since some question askers never accept an answer re-
gardless of whether they have received a good answer
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reducing dependence on audience size. We discuss this con-
found in more detail in the limitations section.

Control Variables We measured several potential con-
founds and included them as control variables in the models,
including variables associated with site traffic (community
site, creation hour, creation day of week), question readabil-
ity (title and body length, title and body automated readabil-
ity index), question quality (question score, question asker’s
reputation score), and topic specification (number of tags,
whether tags changed).

Results

Research Question 1: How does group size in the
crowd affect solution quality?

We examined the relationship between the three levels of
group size and solution quality. As expected, all three levels
of group size were correlated with each other (ρ: 0.12-0.55).
As single predictors in separate logistic regression models
all three levels of group size were significant positive pre-
dictors of whether a question received a good solution.

We predicted a complex relationship between levels of
group size and solution quality, in which some levels of
group size might be partially or fully mediated by other lev-
els of group size. For example, we tested whether the effect
of question audience size on solution quality was mediated
by contributor size. Mediation helps us to understand the
interrelationships between levels of group size. If contrib-
utor size fully mediates the relationship between question
audience size and solution quality, this would suggest that
audience size only improves performance by increasing the
number of contributors. In contrast, if audience size is not
mediated or only partially mediated by contributor size it
suggests that there are other ways in which audience size
improves performance (we argue through self-selection of
better contributors). With three levels of audience size we
tested mediation between levels. Specifically, we tested the
effect of topic audience size on performance mediated by
question audience size, followed by the effect of question
audience size on performance mediated by contributor size
(Figure 1). We used traditional mediation analysis (Baron
and Kenny 1986) to test for mediation when solution quality
was operationalized as a continuous outcome variable using
solution ratings (Solution Score) and an extension of medi-
ation analysis appropriate for mixture of continuous and di-
chotomous variables when solution quality was measured as
a dichotomous outcome variable (Good Solution). The lat-
ter approach necessities using a mixture of logistic and lin-
ear regression models and standardizing coefficients so they
are comparable across these two different types of models
(MacKinnon and Dwyer 1993).

The effect of topic audience size on solution quality
was almost entirely mediated by question audience size as
demonstrated by results of four mediation analysis steps
(Baron and Kenny 1986) (Table 1). Questions that were on
a topic with a larger audience had significantly higher qual-
ity solutions (Step 1; marginally for solution score). Ques-
tions that were on a topic with a larger audience attracted
significantly more views (question audience size) (Step 2).
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Figure 2: Logistic regression model showing the relationship
between the number of contributors to a question (Contribu-
tor Size) and the probability of receiving a good solution.

When topic audience size and question audience size were
entered into a model, question audience size was a signifi-
cant positive predictor of solution quality, while topic audi-
ence size was no longer a positive predictor (Step 3 & 4).
These results show that question audience size mediated the
relationship between topic audience size and solution qual-
ity as measured by good solution or solution score albeit
though inconsistent mediation (topic audience size switched
signs). For solution quality as measured by good solution,
topic audience size had predominately an indirect and not a
direct effect on solution quality (Figure 1). In other words,
the results show topic audience size increased performance
by increasing the number of users who viewed the question
(Quantity Pathway) and not by increasing the fit of the users
who viewed the question (Quality Pathway).

The effect of question audience size on solution quality
was partially mediated by contributor size (Table 1). Ques-
tions with more views (question audience size) had signifi-
cantly higher quality solutions (Step 1). Questions with more
views had more contributors (Step 2). When both question
audience size and contributor size were entered into a model
together, both remained significant positive predictors of so-
lution quality, however the effect of question audience size
on solution quality was reduced (Step 3 & 4). The effect of
question audience size on solution quality was reduced by
half by adding contributor size into a model, which suggests
contributor size partially but not fully mediates the effect of
question audience size on solution quality. These results sug-
gest that question audience size increases performance by
increasing the number of contributors to a question (Quan-
tity Pathway) as well as by other means, which we suggest is
due to better fit between contributors and questions (Quality
Pathway).

Final models were developed using all three levels of
group size and considering potential quadratic terms when
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these models outperformed others.5 Models 1 and 3 present
the final models predicting whether a questions receives a
good solution and the solution score, respectively (Tables 2
& 3). We found that contributor size had the strongest re-
lationship with solution quality, followed by question audi-
ence size and topic audience size, which had the weakest ef-
fect. The best models for both measures of solution quality
had a significant quadratic term for contributor size6. Figure
2 shows that the likelihood of getting a good solution in-
creases as the number of contributors increases, however the
benefit of adding contributors plateaus at two contributors.
We observe the same pattern of results for solution score, as
the number of contributors increases the solution score in-
creases, however the benefit of adding contributors plateaus
at five contributors.

Research Question 2: Does the relationship
between group size and solution quality depend on
the type of problem?

We predicted that the effect of group size would be different
depending on the type of question. We tested models with
interaction terms between each level of group size and ques-
tion type. We found a significant interaction between ques-
tion type and question audience size for both measures of
solution quality7 (Tables 2 & 3 Models 2, 4) and no signif-
icant interaction for the other two measures of group size8.
Three observations can be made about the significant inter-
action between question type and question audience size.
First, error problems are not as sensitive to audience size
as how-to problems (Observation 1, Figure 3). Second, error
problems are more likely to be solved than how-to problems
when they receive only a few views and are much less likely
to be solved than how-to problems when they receive many
views (Observation 2). Third, as question audience size in-
creases, solution score increases at a much faster rate for
how-to problems than conceptual or error problems (Obser-
vation 3). We examined some individual questions in more
detail to try to understand these observations.

Error problems ask the community to help debug code,
so good answers to these problems are all-or-nothing, either
the community finds a solution that fixes the bug or they do
not. On the one other hand, this means that solvers can of-
ten get lucky and fix the bug with little effort. For example,

5Results are presented using a hierarchical regression approach.
Measures of group size were entered into the model in order from
most upstream to most downstream–topic audience size followed
by question audience size followed by contributor size. Thus in-
direct effects of group size are reported without being eclipsed by
mediators. See mediation results for a full model showing the rela-
tionship between measures of group size.

6We looked for quadratic effects for all three levels of group
size; the other quadratic terms were non-significant and thus omit-
ted from the final models.

7We looked for interactions with question type for all three lev-
els of group size; the other interaction terms were non-significant
and thus omitted from the final model.

8The interaction between question type and question audience
size remained consistent even considering confounding variables
such as how well written the question was.

Predictor Model 1 Model 2

Intercept -1.33 -1.67
Contributors Size 2.15*** 1.46**
Contributors Size2 -1.90*** -3.91***
Ques. Audience Size 1.76*** 0.52
Topic Audience Size 0.07** 0.18*
Ques. Type: concept (vs. error) -0.17
Ques. Type: how-to (vs. error) -0.61***
Ques. Audience Size X Type: concept 1.02
Ques. Audience Size X Type: how-to 2.47**
McFadden R2 0.20 0.24

Table 2: Logistic regression models showing the relationship
between group size and whether a question received a good
solution (Model 1: full data set, Model 2: interaction with
question type). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Predictor Model 3 Model 4

Intercept -1.44 -2.03
Contributors Size 1.46*** 1.45***
Contributors Size2 -0.63*** -1.07**
Ques. Audience Size 1.66*** 2.92***
Topic Audience Size 0.16* 0.13
Ques. Type: concept (vs. how-to) 0.64
Ques. Type: error (vs. how-to) 0.62
Ques. Audience Size X Type: concept -1.61**
Ques. Audience Size X Type: error -1.84**
McFadden R2 0.15 0.18

Table 3: Negative binomial regression models showing the
relationship between group size and solution score (Model
3: full data set, Model 4: interaction with question type). * p
< 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

user37760 was getting negative numbers when he shouldn’t
have; miindlek was able to quickly identify that the nega-
tive numbers resulted from scaling binary features and pro-
vide instructions to user37760 on how to scale some but not
all features (User37760 2016). This was a very easy bug
that could be identified quickly and had an easy solution.
On the other hand the all-or-nothing nature of error prob-
lems means that difficult bugs may absorb substantial work
without finding a solution. For example, even after many
suggested explanations from the community to address the
question “Why is only one of spark jobs running using only
one executor” the community could not pinpoint the correct
explanation for that user’s situation (KikiRiki 2016). Error
problems in particular may be more difficult than other types
of questions to solve. The all or nothing nature of error prob-
lems may explain Observations 1 and 2. Because some error
problems are easy, roughly 25% of error problems can be
solved regardless of how big an audience they attract, but
because most error problems are very difficult and require a
correct solution to a specific situation, even when they attract
a large audience many may not be solved. How-to problems
ask the community how to perform a specific task, and so
require finding a contributor with familiarity and expertise
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Figure 3: Models showing the interaction between question type and audience size on the probability of receiving a good
solution (left) and mean solution score (right).

related to the task. Once such an expert is found, the prob-
lem can almost always be answered. Even in the rare case
that a task cannot be performed, explaining what can and
what cannot be done is a good answer in itself. For example,
Ninja asked “How to get the last value of a result efficiently”
using a hive query without iterating through the results. In
contrast to the error problem mentioned above, where con-
tributions were unhelpful because they did not solve the bug,
here the how-to contributions provided a next best alterna-
tive for the question asker’s goal. Large audiences are more
likely to contain users who have the right expertise needed
to solve how-to problems. This means that question self-
selection can aid how-to problems more than error problems.
It is easy for a user to quickly judge if they have the relevant
expertise needed to solve a how-to problem, but tricky for
them to know if they can track down the cause of a bug.

Large audiences are also more likely to contain a diver-
sity of experts. How-to problems, in particular, benefit from
these diverse viewpoints. Diverse answers to how-to prob-
lems sometimes provide alternative ways to perform a task,
giving the question asker several options. They also some-
times provide multiple perspectives on a single approach,
making it easier for the question asker to apply it. For exam-
ple, fmalussena asked “How do I compare the performance
of random forests for regression?”. hxd1011 provided an ab-
breviated answer that addressed the question, and which was
later supplemented by EngrStudent, who provided another
perspective on the same answer including additional exam-
ples, code, and guidance (Fmalaussena 2016). This may ex-
plain Observation 3: as question audience size increases so-
lution score rapidly increases for how-to problems. Large
audiences provide a more diverse set of answers which is
particularly valuable for how-to problems.

Conceptual problems fall somewhere between how-to and
error problems. Conceptual problems are rarely solved with
small audiences, but are often solved by large audiences.
Conceptual problems are trickier than how-to problems be-
cause they are open ended.

Discussion

Question answering sites have become an important plat-
form for drawing up-to-date knowledge from a large crowd
of experts. Experts can solve user problems, troubleshoot,
provide advice, and augment official documentation. Get-
ting good answers to a question depends on attracting a large
enough set of experts. We investigated how many users in
various capacities were needed to provide good solutions.

We developed a more complex model of group size in the
crowd that helped to align and address gaps in prior litera-
ture. Prior work on the effect of group size on performance
in the crowd had focused either on the number of contribu-
tors as a measure of group size (e.g. Kittur and Kraut 2008)
or on audience size as a measure of group size (e.g. Ortega
et al. 2014). Each type of research had found that group size
increased performance, but only some of the time. We pro-
posed and tested a model of group size in the crowd that
considered the effect of group size at multiple levels. This
model provides a framework that aligns previous literature
by including both types of measures of group size simulta-
neously and extends this work by better estimating the true
effect of group size on performance. By only focusing on a
single level of group size, previous work potentially under-
estimated the effect of group size on performance. Stratified
group size is more likely to capture the effect of group size
on performance because it considers multiple pathways for
group size to increase performance.

The model we developed also considered context depen-
dent effects of group size on performance. Previous work
had found that attracting a larger audience only sometimes
increased performance in Q&A communities (Ortega et al.
2014). By drawing inspiration from the small group litera-
ture and Steiner (1966) we showed that the effect of audi-
ence on solution quality depends on the type of problem.
Some types of questions like how-to benefit from larger au-
diences and more diverse viewpoints, whereas other types
of questions like error problems are more likely to be either
easy to solve or intractable and do not benefit much from
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larger audiences. Context dependent models are needed to
explain the inconsistent relationship between group size and
performance in the crowd.

A multi-level model of group size also helps to identify
why increasing group size increases performance. The ex-
planation for the effect of contributor size on performance
is straightforward: without contributors there is no solution
and additional contributors provide more information, fix
mistakes, and improve answers (Tausczik, Kittur, and Kraut
2014). A larger number of contributors is associated with
increased solution quality, but only with rapidly diminish-
ing returns. Solution quality quickly plateaus as contributor
size reached between 2 and 5 contributors. Process losses are
not likely to explain the rapidly diminishing returns because
Q&A platforms encourage brief and efficient communica-
tion and coordination. Instead, the diminishing returns may
be explained by the idea of low-hanging fruit. Adding a few
more contributors may improve the final solution, but most
of the important points are already addressed by the first few
contributors.

The explanation for the effect of audience size on per-
formance is multifaceted. We argue that there are two path-
ways through which improves audience size increases per-
formance. Questions that attract a larger audience are likely
to attract more contributors, and as we argue above, in-
creasing the number of contributors is likely to increase
solution quality (Quantity Pathway). Questions that attract
a larger audience are also more likely to attract contribu-
tors with more appropriate expertise because they can draw
users from a larger crowd (Jeppesen and Lakhani 2010), thus
questions with a large audience are likely to have better qual-
ified set of contributors (Quality Pathway). We found equal
evidence for audience size affecting performance through
both pathways on Stack Exchange Q&As.

We expect both audience and contributor size to be po-
tentially important for any crowd work in which task self-
selection is important, which includes Q&A communities as
well as many other forms of crowd work, including design
contests, crowdsourcing competitions, prediction markets,
and wikis. However, the degree to which audience size, con-
tributor size, or both affect performance will depend on the
dynamics of the platform, including communication tools,
coordination, tasks, and user expertise. A stratified group
size model can be useful to identify the pathways by which
group size increases performance and to quantify how much
each of these pathways contributes to performance. This, in
turn, helps to explain the mechanism(s) by which group size
improves performance.

Design Implications

This study suggests some immediate changes that could be
made to Q&A systems like Stack Exchange (SE) sites to ef-
ficiently allocate the attention of the large number of users
to maximize performance as well as some deeper design im-
plications for structuring group work in crowds.

Audience attention is a limited resource. From a system
design perspective, our objective is to optimally route audi-
ence attention to the problems that need it the most. Our re-
sults suggest question type is an important consideration for

such allocation. How-to problems with large audiences were
almost always solved, whereas how-to problems with small
audiences were rarely solved. Error problems were solved
at about the same rate regardless of audience size. One im-
plication is that system designers may want to route audi-
ence attention toward some types of questions. In particular,
they may want to route more attention toward (unsolved)
how-to problems and less toward error problems. If ques-
tion type were built into the platform, SE-like sites could be
designed to treat questions differently based on this infor-
mation. Questions could be automatically categorized (e.g.
how-to vs. conceptual) by training machine learning mod-
els and/or directly requesting this categorization from dur-
ing question submission. In this study, we focused on large
categories of common types of questions, future work could
investigate how group size affects a broader and more nu-
anced set of question types.

Our findings also have practical implications for the de-
sign of group work platforms in general. In traditional
groups a small number of individuals are assigned to a prob-
lem. Our results argue that one advantage of crowd work is
that contributors self-select questions, ensuring that they are
well suited to the problem. Because some types of problems
benefit from this self-selection process, and many organi-
zations make use of traditional groups, there may be some
benefit in allowing these traditional groups to assemble on
the fly on the basis of self-selection.

Limitations

The reliance on SE data and the observational design of
this study created several sources of potential bias and con-
founds; these are limitations of our approach and design.
First, we used SE data to measure audience size and solution
quality, which had some disadvantages. We operationalized
question audience size as the number of page views received
in the first 24 hours, but would have preferred to use unique
page views. Page views approximate unique page views, but
introduce error because some individuals may visit the page
more than once (e.g. question asker checking for updates).
We used two measures of solution quality that depended on
user votes, which can be biased by audience size because
questions that attract a larger audience have the opportunity
to receive more votes. To minimize bias we took steps to re-
duce potential sources of bias and checked robustness across
a variety of measures with varying types of error. For exam-
ple, to reduce the impact of repeated page views, we limited
the activity window to the first 24 hours, in which fewer re-
peat visits are likely to happen. To increase the validity of
votes as a measure of quality and reduce its dependence on
audience size, we measured votes over a much longer time
period (1 month). We also measured solution quality in mul-
tiple ways, including one metric that did not rely on user
votes (acceptance by question asker), and found the same
pattern of results regardless of which measure was used. As
a result we believe these sources of bias are minimal.

Second, we presume a directionality of effects based on
mechanisms proposed here and in other research. However,
because the study design is observational we cannot demon-
strate causality. In spite of these limitations, tracking group
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size and performance in over 3000 naturalistic groups would
not have been practical without the use of observational data.

Conclusion

Despite widespread adoption of Q&As by technical commu-
nities and an abundance of domain experts, many questions
do not attract a large audience. We investigated the effect
of group size on solution quality in Q&As. We found that
multiple levels of group size in the crowd–topic audience
size, question audience size, and contributor size–affected
solution quality. We argue that group size in the crowd is
a multi-level construct and not unitary. In crowd work with
task self-selection audience size can affect performance by
increasing the number and quality of contributors. This work
advances our theoretical model of group size in the crowd
and its relation to performance.
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